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ABStrAct

A selective bit-plane encryption scheme was proposed for securing the transmission of image data in mobile 
environments with a claim that it provides a high security viz. the encryption of the four most significant bit-planes 
is sufficient for a high image data security. This paper presents the security analysis of the said encryption scheme 
and reports new important results. We perform the security analysis of the bit-level encryption by considering the 
normal images and their histogram equalised enhanced images. We consider different bit-plane aspects to analyse 
the security of the image encryption, and show that the encryption of the four most significant bit-planes is not 
adequate. The contents of the images can be obtained even when all the bit-planes except one least significant bit-
plane are encrypted in the histogram equalised images as shown in the results. The bit-plane level security analysis 
seems very useful for the analysis of the bit-plane level image encryption schemes.
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1. IntroductIon
The use of visual data in the form of image, video, and 

audio is rapidly growing in every aspect of life such as distant 
learning, finance, medical, sport, defence applications and even 
in entertainment industries. Nowadays, we can say that the use 
of visual data has become a necessity of modern society. There 
are some unavoidable and unfavourable conditions where we 
capture very poor quality images/videos due to the instant and 
rarely occurred events as well as the poor weather and recording 
conditions. Such unavoidable conditions can be compensated 
by the image processing methods which improve the quality 
of poor images so that the processed images can be visualised, 
interpreted and understood appropriately. There are various 
image enhancement techniques and the histogram equalisation 
(HE) is one of the important technique which is commonly 
used for the contrast enhancement of poor quality images1-6. 
In this paper, we consider the HE technique which equalises 
the gray level distribution based on the cumulative probability 
density function, to discuss the bit-plane characteristics and bit-
plane encryption of images. The quality of the images can be 
observed qualitatively and quantitatively7-11. We consider both 
the qualitative and quantitative measures to study the security 
of the image encryption scheme. 

In the image security applications, the safeguarding 
of visual data is a major task while its communication over 
open and insecure networks to avoid the misuse of vital by an 
adversary. To meet the task of image security requirements, a 
large number of image encryption schemes are reported based 

on pixel permutations, substitutions, or both12-20. The chaotic 
based image encryption schemes using random key sequences 
generated with the chaotic functions21-25 are reported by the 
researchers. Some of the encryption schemes encrypt the images 
selectively as the region of interest (ROI) encryption26-30. The 
selective bit-plane encryption schemes14, 30 are reported for 
real-time applications. An image encryption scheme is called 
secure if an adversary cannot apply the existing cryptanalytic 
attacks to decrypt the encrypted data even in distorted form, to 
get the key information even in partial form, and to reduce the 
complexity of the brute force attack. The cryptanalytic attacks 
are categorised as (i) known cipher image attack, (ii) known 
plain image attack, (iii) chosen plain image attack, and (iv) 
chosen cipher image attack. 

In the cryptanalysis, an attacker exploits the characteristics 
of data such as the occurrence of gray levels, patterns, and 
the neighbourhood similarity characteristics of image pixels; 
key characteristics such as the related keys, weak keys, and 
equivalent keys; and the vulnerabilities if any in the encryption 
algorithm. The cryptanalysis of some of the image ciphers 
is reported31-41 where it was shown that the reported security 
solutions were not secure as claimed and the attackers can 
obtain the meaningful image details, key information from the 
encrypted images. The cryptanalysis of the image encryption 
schemes was reported under the known and chosen plain data 
attacks31-36 and the known cipher data attack37-41. A review on 
the design and cryptanalysis of recent chaotic image encryption 
schemes is carried out where some design aspects and weak 
parameters are discussed for the design of image ciphers33. 
Two attack replacement and reconstruction are reported to 
reconstruct the images14, 42-43 for the bit-plane encryption.
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In this paper, we present the bit-plane level security 
analysis of a selective bit-plane image encryption scheme in 
which we segment an encrypted image into different bit-planes 
as per the divide-and-conquer approach to arrive at meaningful 
findings. It was claimed that the selective bit-plane encryption 
provides the high security when the four most significant bit 
(MSB) planes of the images were encrypted and the two MSB 
planes encrypted for the considerable security42-43. We analyse 
the bit-plane image characteristics for normal images as well 
as the HE images and find that the bit-plane characteristics 
change drastically in the HE images from its normal images. 
This finding is very important and useful. The encryption 
of the four MSB planes is not enough, and the intelligible 
information can be obtained from the encrypted images even 
encrypting all the bit-planes except a least significant bit (LSB) 
plane of the HE images. We observe that the number of bit-
planes to be encrypted for achieving the high security depends 
on the kind of an image as normal or HE image. The findings 
indicate that we require to encrypt at least the five MSB planes 
of normal images and six bit-planes (four MSB planes and 
two LSB planes) of the HE images. The bit-plane measures 
can be used to identify such images as normal images or the 
HE images and also to identify the unencrypted bit-planes that 
have some meaningful information. These can be applied in 
various other applications of image classification and pattern 
recognition39-40. 

2. HIStoGrAM EQuALISAtIon And BIt-
PLAnE EEncrYPtIon
An image is the projection on a two-dimensional (2-D) 

plane of the real-world objects. It is known as digital image when 
represented in numbers. Mathematically, a digital image is a 
function ( , )f x y  or a matrix [ ( , ] ,1 ,1M Nf x y x M y N× ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ , 
where ( , )x y  represents the position and ( , )f x y represents the 
value of an image element. The M N× is the size of an image 
where M  and N indicate the number of rows and columns 
respectively. An image element is also called a pixel and its 
value is called pixel value or gray level value. For a L -bit 
gray level image, the value of ( , )f x y  lies between 10 2L to −

. for 8-bit gray level image, the ( , )f x y  takes any value from 
0 to 255. An image is called a binary image when 1L = , and 
it is called a gray level image or panchromatic image when 

1L > . An image recorded in different colour bands is 
called a multispectral image. Normally, a colour image is 
represented in different colour bands red (R), green (G), 
and blue (B) viz. ( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ), ( , ))C R G Bf x y f x y f x y f x y=
. A pixel value is represented with 24 bits (8 bit 
for each colour band). for more detail on images,  
one may refer1,2,39,40.

An image exhibits neighbourhood similarity 
characteristics. The pixel values vary smoothly in the image 
region, highly correlated with near pixels and less correlated 
with farther neighbouring pixels. Such characteristics vary 
from image to image depending on different types of images. 
The neighbourhood characteristics are utilised in several 
image processing applications like image sharpening, 
smoothing, registration, and classification. 

2.1 Histogram Equalisation (HE)
The HE technique is a contrast enhancement technique 

that improves the quality of a poor image by equalising its 
gray level histogram using probability density function. A HE 
image is the enhanced form of normal poor quality image1-8. 
The rescaling of pixel values is performed using the cumulative 
density function of the original image and a specified uniform 
distributed function in such a manner that the pixel values 
follow uniform distribution in a HE enhanced image. for an 
image, ( , )f x y , the probability density function (PDf) is 
given by (1).

( ) ( )gP G n M N= ×                                                       (1)

where, gn
 is the value of the occurrence of gray level g . A 

transformation function is given by (2).

0
( ) ( ), 1

k

k k i
i

s T g p g k  to 255
=

= = =∑                        (2)

The transformation function is based on cumulative density 
function, 0 ( ) 1kT g≤ ≤ . The function ks  maps uniformly the 
gray level of poor image over the entire available range of 
gray values (0 to 255) to obtain an enhanced image. The HE 
technique is also known as the global histogram equalisation 
technique. As an example, a Lena image and its HE image 
along with their histograms are shown in Fig. 1. The histogram 
of the lena image shows that the lower gray levels are not 
appearing in the image but the histogram of the HE lena image 
shows that almost all the gray levels are appearing in the HE 
Lena image with approximately the equal distributions. We 
consider the lena image to present the results on the image 
characteristics and discuss the findings on the security of bit-
plane image encryption.

2.2 Bit-plane Encryption
The bit-plane level-encryption scheme segments a given 

image in different bit-planes and encrypts the bit-planes by an 
encryption algorithm. An 8-bit gray level image is decomposed 
into eight different bit-planes and encrypted with a suitable 
encryption scheme. In partial or selective encryption, some of 
the bit-planes are chosen to encrypt them. If we encrypt all the 
bit-planes of an image than encryption is called full encryption 
otherwise it is called partial encryption or selective encryption. 

Figure 1. (a) Lena image and its histogram (b) HE image of Lena and 
its histogram.

(a) (b)
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In selective bit-plane level encryption, one can choose even a 
single bit-plane or some bit-planes selected suitably to encrypt 
them. In bit-plane level encryption, lSB planes of an image 
are used to XoR with specific MSB planes14 and an AES block 
cipher is used to encrypt chosen bit-planes39. In single bit-plane 
encryption 12.5%, in double bit-plane encryption 25%, and 
so on, and in encrypting all the bit-planes 100% image data 
is encrypted. The effect of bit-plane encryption is shown in  
fig. 2 for the lena image. 

3. MEtHodoLoGY
A methodology to analyse the strength of the bit-level 

encryption scheme consists the following processes.

3.1 Extraction of Bit-planes
Bit-planes are the decomposed form of a gray level image, 

each bit-plane is a binary image with pixel values zero or one1,2. 

A plane containing the least significant bits of pixels is called 
the LSB plane and a bit-plane containing the most significant 
bits of pixels is called the MSB plane. These bit-planes have 
the neighbourhood similarity characteristics viz. pixel-to-pixel, 
block-to-block, line-to-line correlation, and smooth variations 
in gray level of an image. for an 8-bit gray level image, there 
are eight different bit-planes. If ( , )f x y  be an image then 
the bit-planes are 1 2 7 8( , ), ( , )... ( , ) ( , )f x y f x y f x y f x y  where 

1( , )f x y  is the MSB plane and 8 ( , )f x y  is the lSB plane. 
We represent these bit-planes as BP1, BP2, ..., BP7, BP8 for 
demonstrating the analysis results.

3.2 Extraction of Edges
Edges are the features of an image that are used in the 

image analysis and pattern recognition problems. These edges 
are formed in an image where there are the sharp changes in the 
pixel values. For extracting the edges of an image, the gradient 
edge detection techniques are reported1,2,44. We consider a 
Canny edge detector44 to obtain the edge details of an image. 
It detects the edge points with lesser error. We apply the canny 
edge detector in all the bit-planes and extract the edges in all 
the bit-planes of the images.  

3.3 computation of Bit-plane Measures
Image measures help to analyse the image characteristics. 

We consider the bit-plane measures for studying the image 
characteristics11 for the HE images and the bit-plane encryption 
scheme. These bit-plane measures are briefly mentioned as 
follows11.
(i) Bit-plane row(column) frequencies of ones are taken as 

( , )rf k i  and ( , )cf k j  for row i , column j  and bit-plane 
k , 1 , 1i  to M j  to N= = , and 1 8k  to = .

(ii) Bit-plane row(column) maximum run length are taken as 
( , )rr k i  and ( , )cr k j  for row i , column j and bit-plane 

k , 1 , 1i  to M j  to N= = , and 1 8k  to = . 
(iii) Bit-plane row(column) adjacent correlation between two 

rows, i  and 1i + , or two columns, j  and 1j + , are taken 
as ( , )rc k i  and ( , )cc k j , for 1 , 1i  to M j  to N= = , and 

1 8k  to = .

3.4 computation of Bit-plane Entropy Measures
Entropy is a measure of the information which gives an 

indication about the redundancy and randomness of data45-46. It 
is associated with the random variables variable say, X  and is 
computed by (3).

1 2 2
0

( ) ( , , ..., ) log
n

n i i
i

H X H p p   p p p
=

= = −∑                  (3)

where, ( )i ip prob X x= =  in which ix  is the thi  possible 
value of X out of n  symbols. The ( )H X  lies in the range 

20 log to n . for the gray level image of the L -symbols 
(256 for 8-bit/pixel) in which each symbol occurs equally, 

0 1 2 1( ... 1 )Lp p p p L−= = = = = , the ( )H X  is given by 2log L  
which is approximately equal to 8. The entropy computed for 
an image f  is called the global entropy. The entropy for a bit-
plane is computed as similar to the global entropy for the two 
symbols 0 and 1 and called the local entropy or the bit-plane 
entropy.

Figure 2. Bit-plane encryption for the Lena image (a) Single 
bit-plane encryption from MSB to LSB plane (b) 
Combined effect of bit-plane encryption from MSB to 
LSB plane (c) Combined effect of bit-plane encryption 
from MSB to LSB plane.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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3.5 computation of Bit-plane Similarity Measures
A bit-plane to bit-plane similarity measure between 

successive bit-planes of an image ( , )f i j , 1 i M≤ ≤ , 1 j N≤ ≤  
is computed by (4)

( )

( )

1

8 1

( ( , ), ( , )) 100 ,
1

( ( , ), ( , )) 100 ,
8

k kS BP f i j BP f i j number of bits match M N
k  to 7 and

S BP f i j BP f i j number of bits match M N
k

+ = × ×

=

= × ×

=
 (4)

Similarly, a bit-plane to bit-plane similarity measure 
between two images ( , )f i j  and ( , )g i j  is computed by (5)

( )( ( , ), ( , )) 100 ,
1

k kS BP f i j BP g i j number of bits matches M N
k  to 8
= × ×

=  (5)

4. rESuLtS And oBSErVAtIonS
We apply the above methodology on several images for 

analysis of the bit-plane level characteristics. We consider 
different images of size 256 256×  from Matlab and Google 
databases and some own collected images. The detailed results 
are presented for a standard image of lena as an illustration. 
first, we processed some images and computed the bit-plane 
measures for the normal images and their HE images, then we 
perform encryption of the normal images and their HE images. 
The results for the bit-planes extracted, edges obtained, and 
the plots of bit-plane measures for the normal images and their 
HE image are shown in Figs. 3-5 respectively. The values of 
the bit-plane measures and the bit-plane entropy measures for 
normal images and their HE images are given in Tables 1 and 
2. The bit-plane similarity measures within the images and 
between the images are given in Tables 3 and 4. 

Here, we observed some new findings on the characteristics 
of the images at the bit-plane level based on the bit-plane 
patterns, edges, and the bit-plane measures.

4.1 Bit-plane characteristics of HE Images
It is well known that the HE technique enhances the 

contrast of given gray level images, and changes the gray level 
distributions of the HE images to follow approximately the 
uniform distribution. The bit-plane characteristics are found 
drastically different in the bit-planes Bp7 and Bp8 for normal 
images and the HE images. We can see from figs. 3 and 4 
that many of the bit-planes have visible intelligible information 
and edge details. The plots of bit-plane measures exhibit larger 
variations and there are the drastic changes in some of the 
bit-planes as shown in Fig. 5. Table 1 shows that the MSB 
plane of normal images and the MSB and lSB planes of the 
HE images exhibit larger variations in the bit-plane measures. 
Table 2 shows that the values of entropy of normal images are 
higher but are lesser for their HE images. The bit-plane entropy 
values for the first four MBS planes of normal images are 
lesser and these values are higher for the four lSB planes. All 
the bit-planes of the HE images exhibit high entropy values of 
approximately 1. Table 3 shows that the bit-plane to bit-plane 
similarity for the MSB planes of normal images and for the 
MSB planes as well as the LSB planes of the HE images. These 
bit-plane similarity values are higher or lower than 50%. Also, 

Figure 3. Bit-planes of the Lena image (a) normal image (b) 
HE image.

Figure 4. Edges extracted in the bit-planes of the Lena image 
(a) For normal image (b) For HE image.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)
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table 1. Maximum and minimum values of bit-plane measures

Image Bit-plane Measures
range of measures in bit-planes (BP1 (MSB) - BP8 (LSB))

BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 BP5 BP6 BP7 BP8

lena Image frequency of Ones
(Row-wise)

170
0

189
49

199
81

173
62

174
80

153
102

152
102

159
102

frequency of Ones
(Column-wise)

220
0

226
18

205
89

202
87

182
103

190
99

182
101

159
96

Maximum Run Length
(Row-wise)

67
0

65
2

73
4

43
4

94
4

25
3

27
3

22
3

Maximum Run Length
(Column-wise)

140
0

114
3

113
6

116
4

114
4

96
3

104
3

63
3

Correlation
(Adjacent Rows) 

1.000
0.625

0.992
0.383

0.891
0.125

0.820
0.000

0.734
-0.148

0.500
-0.133

0.250
-0.149

0.227
-0.148

Correlation
(Adjacent Columns)

1.000
0.375

0.977
0.234

0.797
0.102

0.664
-0.040

0.570
-0.086

0.508
-0.117

0.461
-0.133

0.406
-0.148

lena
HE Image

frequency of Ones
(Row-wise)

188
65

169
95

168
88

169
94

142
103

163
113

188
65

166
85

frequency of Ones
(Column-wise)

256
1

256
36

252
18

185
35

163
75

164
107

256
1

256
46

Maximum Run Length
(Row-wise)

116
17

71
14

35
9

28
6

25
4

17
4

116
17

76
12

Maximum Run Length
(Column-wise)

250
0

234
0

217
4

74
6

53
4

36
3

250
0

241
0

Correlation
(Adjacent Rows) 

1.000
0.766

1.000
0.586

1.000
0.391

0.992
0.203

0.969
-0.016

0.969
-0.172

1.000
0.766

1.000
0.570

Correlation
(Adjacent Columns)

1.000
0.070

1.000
-0.703

0.992
-0.359

0.664
-0.250

0.477
-0.180

0.250
-0.156

1.000
0.070

1.000
-0.438

lena 
(Encrypted)

frequency of Ones
(Row-wise)

146
104

145
105

148
106

146
109

145
102

150
106

147
108

151
106

frequency of Ones
(Column-wise)

151
107

152
107

148
107

148
108

152
99

150
97

147
109

152
104

Maximum Run Length
(Row-wise)

14
3

17
3

15
4

15
4

15
3

15
3

16
4

19
4

Maximum Run Length
(Column-wise)

15
3

14
4

16
4

13
3

15
3

15
4

14
3

14
3

Correlation
(Adjacent Rows) 

0.164
-0.211

0.180
-0.172

0.258
-0.172

0.156
-0.156

0.188
-0.188

0.164
-0.164

0.148
-0.180

0.156
-0.195

Correlation
(Adjacent Columns)

0.180
-0.203

0.188
-0.141

0.164
-0.156

0.180
-0.156

0.149
-0.188

0.164
-0.148

0.125
-0.156

0.188
-0.156

Table 2. Values of the entropy measures for different images and their bit-planes

Image type Global 
Entropy

Bit-plane Entropy
BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 BP5 BP6 BP7 BP8

lena Normal 7.2486 0.7250 0.8314 0.9985 1.0000 0.9992 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Hist. Equal 5.9684 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000 0.9989 0.9986 1.0000 0.9999

Cameraman Normal 7.0097 0.9732 0.6741 0.9994 0.9844 0/9957 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Hist. Equal 5.9106 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9980 0.9994 0.9997 1.0000 0.9999

Monalisa Normal 7.6916 0.9584 0.9285 1.0000 0.9909 0.9987 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000
Hist. Equal 5.9777 1.0000 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 0.9998 0.9985 1.0000 1.0000

Street Normal 7.2317 0.8794 0.9922 0.9974 1.0000 1.0000 0.9999 0.9999 1.0000
Hist. Equal 5.8969 0.9995 0.9999 0.9850 0.9983 0.9998 0.9981 0.9995 0.9977

Baboon Normal 6.6962 0.9999 0.9968 0.9961 0.9999 1.0000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
Hist. Equal 5.9379 0.9999 0.9994 0.9998 1.0000 0.9995 0.9907 0.9999 0.9999
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from Table 4, the values of bit-plane similarity between the bit-
planes of normal images and the HE images exhibit higher and 
lower than 50%. The MSB planes have the higher variations in 
similarity values. 

findings observed for the bit-planes of normal images 
and their HE images are presented in Table 5. 

A slight variation in the bit-plane characteristics of the 

images may occur due to their gray level variations in different 
image acquisition conditions. 

4.2 Effect of Bit-Plane Encryption
The effect of the selective encryption is studied by 

performing the bit-plane encryption of the images. We encrypt 
the bit-planes by performing the XOR operation bit-by-bit with 

Figure 5. Plots of the bit-plane measures for the Lena image (a) normal image (b) HE image.

(a)

(b)
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the random binary sequences. The results of the selective bit-
plane encryption for the lena image are shown in fig. 2 where 
figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the encryption for the single bit-plane 
encryption. In the single bit-plane encryption, the image details 
do not disappear completely even in encrypting the MSB plane. 
When we encrypt some of the bit-planes together starting from 
the MSB plane up to the lSB plane then the unintelligibility of 

an image increases and it appears highest for encryption of all 
the bit-planes as shown in fig. 2(b). Encryption of more than 
the two MSB planes visually wipe-out the visible intelligibility 
of the images but the unencrypted bit-planes may contain a 
lot of intelligible information. When we encrypt the bit-planes 
together starting from the lSB plane to the MSB plane then 
the effect of encryption appears negligible in encryption of 

Table 3. Values of the bit-plane similarity measures between bit-planes of different images

Image type
Bit-plane similarity (%)

BP1-BP2 BP2-BP3 BP3-BP4 BP4-BP5 BP5-BP6 BP6-BP7 BP7-BP8 BP8-BP1
lena Normal 53.6118 40.0299 37.2955 49.9237 54.4342 50.1740 50.0565 49.7009

Hist. Equal 50.7050 49.2142 48.9334 48.6923 49.1699 51.6830 35.0403 35.0403
Cameraman Normal 26.2527 57.3151 49.3225 42.1234 50.7477 50.0839 48.9304 49.5590

Hist. Equal 49.4507 51.4374 50.8713 49.8627 51.1154 48.6969 33.9432 33.9432
Monalisa Normal 49.1867 46.5820 43.0130 49.6750 49.9603 50.6516 50.0366 49.6674

Hist. Equal 49.9023 49.8947 49.8520 49.8260 49.5590 52.9129 34.5215 34.5215
Street Normal 47.1619 46.3547 52.1927 52.1790 52.6215 51.7624 50.7782 50.3464

Hist. Equal 81.1707 66.7343 66.5558 42.5949 60.7269 59.8755 52.4124 51.5503
Baboon Normal 49.3912 26.7181 49.4675 49.5956 47.8622 50.9094 49.8795 49.4125

Hist. Equal 49.6552 50.2792 49.5560 49.8810 51.8539 52.4185 34.1568 34.1568

Table 4. Values of the bit-plane similarity measures between different normal images and their HE images

Image
Bit-plane similarity (%)

BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 BP5 BP6 BP7 BP8

lena 69.9890 34.3277 60.4797 36.8820 50.5981 43.4723 50.1144 50.0793

Cameraman 90.4770 67.2791 58.9081 48.2346 47.0657 44.5587 49.9039 51.3657

Monalisa 87.9578 60.6400 31.4636 65.8752 54.6555 50.6104 50.2289 49.5087

Street 74.7208 52.4597 39.6637 51.5030 49.3164 50.6592 58.1680 58.1680

Baboon 50.6088 50.8728 65.9286 54.0665 48.1689 54.4373 50.2426 49.8917

table 5. Findings on the bit-planes for normal images and their HE images

no. For the normal Images For the HE Images

1. MSB planes (BP1-BP5) are intelligible where BP1 is more 
intelligible and BP5 is less intelligible. Also, the lSB planes 
(BP6-BP8) are random, unintelligible, and their intelligibility 
is decreasing as we move from MSB to lSB bit-planes.

for the HE images, the lSB planes (BP7-BP8) are also intelligible 
in addition to the MSB planes (BP1-BP4). It means, we can infer 
information from the MSB planes (BP1-BP4) and the lSB planes 
(BP7 and BP8) of the HE images. 

2. Edges can be extracted in the bit-planes (Bp1-Bp4) which have 
visible intelligible information. Edges cannot be extracted 
in the bit-planes which have no intelligible information and 
appear random.

Edges can be extracted in the bit-planes (Bp1-Bp4 and Bp7-Bp8) 
which have visible intelligible information. Edges cannot be extracted 
in the bit-planes which have no intelligible information and appear 
random.

3. Plots of the bit-plane measures show that the MSB planes 
have higher variations (larger dynamic range) and the lSB 
planes have lesser variations for the bit-plane measures. 
The frequency of ones is nearly the half of number of bits in 
columns(rows) and the maximum run length and correlation 
values are very less in lSB planes (BP6-BP8). 

Plots of the bit-plane measures show that in addition to MBS planes 
(BP1-BP4), the lSB bit-planes (BP7-BP8) also have higher variations 
(larger dynamic range) for the bit-plane measures (frequency, maximum 
run length, and correlation). The frequency of ones is nearly the half 
of number of bits in columns(rows), and the maximum run length and 
correlation values are very less in bit-planes (BP5-BP6). 

4. Values of the bit-plane entropy measures for the most 
significant bit-planes are lesser compared to the least 
significant bit-planes. 

values of the bit-plane entropy measures for the most significant bit-
planes as well as the least significant bit-planes are higher.

5. MSB planes have larger variations in the bit-plane similarity 
values.

MSB and lSB planes have larger variations in the bit-plane similarity 
values.
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the LSB planes as shown in Fig. 2(c). The images appear 
intelligible even when all the bit-planes except the MSB plane 
are encrypted. from figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we can see that the 
encryption of all the bit-planes attain the maximum security 
strength and the same effect of encryption appeared either 
starting encryption from the MSB to the lSB plane or the lSB 
to the MSB plane. The effect of bit-plane encryption in the HE 
images is not similar as in the bit-plane encryption of the normal 
images and it varies in the bit-planes according to changes in 
the bit-planes of the HE images. The encryption of the MSB 
planes in the normal images wipe-out the intelligibility of the 
bit-planes but encryption of both the MSB and the lSB planes 
are needed to wipe out the intelligibility of the bit-planes for 
the HE images. 

The plots of measures for encryption of all the bit-planes 
of the lena image are shown in fig. 6. It shows that the bit-
plane measures appear uniformly flattened for all the bit-
planes encrypted. It is seen that similar plots are appeared 
for normal images and their encrypted HE images. 

4.3 Security Analysis
It was claimed for the selective bit-plane encryption42-43 

that the encryption of the two MSB planes is sufficient 
to secure the images but the encryption of the four MSB 
planes provides a high security of the images. The security 
analysis aims to obtain the image information from 
encrypted images even when more than the four bit-planes 
are encrypted in normal or in the HE images.  The security 
of the bit-level image encryption scheme is the highest when 
all the bit-planes are encrypted with the unique and non-
repeating random sequences. Hence, if an adequate number 
of specified bit-planes are not encrypted then the detail of a 

plain image can be obtained from such encrypted images. We 
have carried out the analysis of the bit-plane level encryption 
and shown the results for encrypting all the bit-planes except 
a single bit-plane left unencrypted for normal image and 
histogram equalised image of lena as given in fig. 7. figure 
7(a) shows an encrypted image and its histogram obtained by 
encrypting all the bit-planes except Bp4 and Fig. 7(b) shows an 
encrypted HE image and its histogram by encrypting all the bit-
planes except Bp8. We see from Figs. 7(a) and  7(b) that both the 
encrypted images appear visually random and their histograms 
appear uniformly distributed11. from the appearance of these 
encrypted images, it seems that one cannot get any intelligible 
information but the presented bit-plane security analysis 
exhibits that we can observe the intelligible information of such  
encrypted images.

Figure 6. Plots of the bit-plane measures for the Lena image after encryption of all the bit-planes.

Figure 7. Encrypted images of the Lena and its histograms (a) Encryption 
of all the bit-planes except BP4 of normal image, (b) Encryption 
of all the bit-planes except BP8 of HE image.

(a) (b)
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Analysis of the bit-plane encryption indicates that 
an image in which some chosen bit-planes encrypted 
appears visually random and unintelligible but some of 
its bit-planes which left unencrypted remain intelligible 
and contain enough detail to obtain image information.  
Specifically, if any bit-plane Bp1 - Bp5 is left unencrypted in 
normal images or any bit-plane BP1 - BP4 or BP7 - BP8 in the HE 
images is left unencrypted then the image information 
can be obtained from such unencrypted bit-planes.  
As an example, Figs. 8 and 9 show the details of 
the bit-plane left unencrypted in the encrypted 
image of the lena image or its HE image. Plots 
of the bit-planes measures, figs. 8(a) and  9(a) 
indicates that the unencrypted bit-planes have 
the similar bit-plane patterns as of the bit-plane 
of unencrypted image and the random pattern 
for the encrypted bit-planes. These plots show 
that the unencrypted bit-plane can be identified 
because the bit-plane measures of unencrypted 
bit-planes have non-flattened and non-random 
behaviour. The visual perception of encrypted/
unencrypted bit-planes are shown in figs. 8(b) 
and  9(b) for the encrypted normal and the HE 
images. Visually, all the encrypted bit-planes looks 
random and unintelligible. The randomness of 
bit-planes for normal image, HE image and their 
encrypted images can be analysed by performing 
randomness tests47-49. Bit-planes encrypted with 
cryptographically strong binary sequences will 
pass the randomness tests and the unencrypted 
bit-planes will fail the randomness tests.  
The edges extracted in the unencrypted bit-planes 
of encrypted the normal image and the HE image 
are shown in figs. 8(c) and 9(c) which exhibit the 
edges clearly in the unencrypted bit-planes but not 
in the encrypted bit-planes.

The above analysis of the bit-plane level 
encryption shows that the bit-plane encryption 
scheme is not able to provide the adequate  
security of the images by encrypting only the 
four MSB planes. for achieving the high security 
for all kinds of images either the normal or the 
HE images, we have to encrypt the specified 
and specific number of bit-planes or to perform 
the bit-plane level full encryption with strong 
encryption schemes that resist to cryptanalytic  
attacks. 

4.4 Identification of HE Images and 
unencrypted Bit-planes
for analysis of encrypted communications 

of the bit-plane level encryption schemes, an 
identification methodology for segregation of the 
normal/HE images and encrypted/unencrypted 
bit-planes of encrypted images is required before 
processing further for interpretation in the image 
processing applications. Many image classification 

schemes are reported in the literature but we can consider a bit-
plane specific methodology39 suited to the problem for the bit-
plane level analysis and identification of specific images and 
bit-planes. The values of different measures given in Table 1-4 
exhibits that the bit-plane measures are the suitable measures 
to form features for the classification of the images and the 
bit-planes.

Figure 8. Plot of the bit-plane measures and the bit-plane detail for all bit-plane 
encryption except BP4 for the Lena image (a) Plots of the bit-plane 
measures, (b) Visual perception, and (c) Edges of bit-planes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 9. Plot of the bit-plane measures and the bit-plane detail for all bit-plane encryption except BP8 for the Lena image (a) Plots 
of the bit-plane measures, (b) Visual perception, and (c) Edges of the bit-planes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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We compute the bit-plane measures and 
obtain the maximum/minimum frequency row-
wise ( ), ( ) ( , )rfm k rfl k  from rf k i , column-wise 

( ), ( ) ( , )cfm k cfl k  from cf k i ; maximum/minimum length of 
maximum run length row-wise ( ), ( ) ( , )rrm k rrl k  from rr k i , 
column-wise ( ), ( ) ( , )crm k crl k  from cr k i ; maximum/
minimum correlation row-wise ( ), ( ) ( , )rcm k rcl k  from rc k i , 
column-wise ( ), ( ) ( , )ccm k ccl k  from cc k i 11.

Based on the variations in the above measures for bit-
planes of the normal images, histogram equalised images 
and encrypted images, the values of ( )rrl k and ( )crl k are 
discarded, and we consider the features 1 2 9 10( , ,..., )k k k kf f f f  for 
each bit-plane 1 8k  to = . These features are given by (6)

1 2

3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10

( / 2 ( )), ( / 2 ( )),
( / 2 ( )), ( / 2 ( )),

( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),

( ), ( )

k k

k k

k k k k

k k

f abs N rfm k f abs N rfl k
f abs N cfl k f abs N cfl k

f rrm k f crm k f rcm k f rcl k

f ccm k f ccl k

= − = −

= − = −

= = = =

= =

  (6)

from these features, the membership values are computed 
for a given pattern based on the value of features for the 
reference pattern and membership function39-40. 

let 
rc

k
iT

 
be the value of thi  feature and thk  bit-plane for 

thc reference pattern cr and let 1
rc

k
iTh and 2

rc

k
iTh be the thresholds 

for thi feature and thk bit-plane for thc reference pattern cr . 
Also, let ( )k

iPµ  is the membership values of thi element and 
thk bit-plane of given unknown pattern which is obtained as 
( )

rc

k
iPµ using a fuzzy membership function. The values of 

1
rc

k
iTh and 2

r c

k
iTh
−

 in the fuzzy membership function are to be 
fixed carefully depending upon the variation of feature values 
of the reference pattern. An unknown image is identified as a 
normal image or HE image and a bit-plane as an encrypted 
or unencrypted bit-plane based on the average similarity 
score 

cr
S computed for the n  number of features as given  

by Eqn (7) 

1
(1/ ) ( )

c rc

n
k

r i
i

S n P
=

= µ∑                                                       (7)

An image belongs to a class rc  for which the similarity 
score rcS  for feature vector of unknown image concerning 
the feature vector of the reference image is maximum40. In 
this manner, a given image can be identified as a histogram 
equalised image or normal image and a bit-plane encrypted or 
unencrypted in an image.

The bit-plane based identification can be used for the 
analysis of the traffic of cryptographic communications 
to segregate the images as the normal/HE images and the 
encrypted/unencrypted bit-planes of the encrypted images.

5. concLuSIonS
Methodology consisting of the extraction of bit-plane, 

detection of edges, and computation of bit-plane measures, 
entropy and bit-plane similarity has been presented for the 
security analysis of the bit-plane level encryption scheme. The 
bit-plane analysis of the images and their histogram equalised 

enhanced images has reported important new results and findings 
on the bit-plane characteristics of the images and their bit-plane 
level encryption. It has been shown that the characteristics of 
the images and their histogram equalised enhanced images 
show a drastically different behaviour at the bit-plane level. The 
least significant bit-planes appear random and unintelligible in 
normal images but these appear non-random and intelligible in 
the histogram equalised enhanced images. further, the security 
of the bit-plane level encryption scheme encrypting the four 
most significant bit-planes claimed for a high security has 
been found insecure even encrypting a more number of bit-
planes. It has also been shown that the details of images can be 
obtained when all the bit-planes except any bit-plane form Bp1 
to BP5 of normal images, and any bit-plane from BP1 to BP4 
or BP7 to BP8 of the histogram equalised enhanced images 
are encrypted. The unencrypted bit-planes can be identified 
by observing the plots of bit-plane measures and the details of 
the images and their edges can be found from the unencrypted 
bit-planes. The bit-plane analysis of bit-plane level encryption 
infers that one has to encrypt the specified five most significant 
bit-planes of normal images and six planes of the histogram 
equalised enhanced images for achieving a higher security of 
visual data. The security analysis presented seems very useful 
and the methodology presented can be applied for evaluating 
the bit-plane level encryption schemes and the interpretation of 
communications of encrypted image data. 
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